CRUDE OIL CONNECT

BUILT FOR

CRUDE OIL
Allegro’s commodity risk management software is designed to
provide users across the crude oil landscape with a complete,
detailed perspective on their physical and financial positions.
By doing so, we intend to enable far greater insight and allow
for much sounder decision-making than any alternative
approaches.
With Allegro, you’ll identify and resolve imbalances, owing
to our functionality for setting limits and alerts. You’ll
benefit from automated workflows, which will vastly reduce

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE
The dramatic growth of domestic crude oil production,
along with the associated increase in truck and pipelinebased logistics to ensure new output reaches the market,
has significantly boosted the amount of data being
exchanged by producers, midstream companies and
refiners.
In fact, a downstream company may routinely find itself
having to oversee the logistics for thousands of truck
and rail movements, multiple pipelines and even barges.
The means a tremendous quantity of information is
being collected, shared and analyzed within and among
departments and business partners. Keeping up with it in
today’s extraordinarily complicated market simply can’t
be done efficiently with spreadsheets or aging software
systems that were made for another era.

mistakes and misunderstandings. You’ll better manage all
of your business processes. You’ll have a tool that’s set up
to help you confidently cope with regulatory mandates in
numerous geographies, and you’ll simplify your accounting

THE ALLEGRO SOLUTION

and settlement procedures. How can one system do all of this?
The answer is that Allegro, for more than three decades, has
been at the forefront of innovation in commodity trading and
risk management. We’ve seen multiple economic cycles, and
we’ve seen the extraordinary change that has altered the way
our customers operate.
Our software is engineered for the very professionals who
work throughout the crude oil space and who need a solution
that’s meant to address the opportunities and the challenges
of the 21st century. Allegro is built for visibility, up-to-theminute intelligence and working smarter than ever. Allegro, in
short, is the solution for crude oil.

However, there is a way to effectively deal with the
complex world in which you operate – Allegro’s
commodity trading and risk management softare
platform. With Allegro’s capabilities for crude oil,
including Crude Oil Connect, you can focus on collecting
all of the volumetric, commodity and logistics records that
are generated each day.
Crude Oil Connect improves operational efficiency for
carriers, midstream companies, refineries and customers
by automating many of the traditionally labor-intensive
tasks that are associated with the oil business. For
instance, with Allegro and Crude Oil Connect, you’ll
collect and enter data such as truck tickets, carrier
statements and pipeline statements, significantly reducing
workloads on your staff, while at the same time boosting
the accuracy and timeliness of your data.
Plus, because its part of the broad Allegro family, Crude
Oil Connect integrates seamlessly with our crude oil,
refined products and producer services functionality,
creating a comprehensive offering for the crude
sector’s needs.

KEY BENEFITS OF

ALLEGRO

With Allegro, your teams across the front, middle and back office will benefit. Our 30-plus years of experience in the commodity realm means that we’ve learned what makes crude oil companies work best.

AMONG THE KEY ATTRIBUTES OF ALLEGRO’S CRUDE OIL CONNECT ARE:

Simpler loading of logistics tickets, such as truck tickets and station
logs, by directly connecting to T4 and DTN, including DTN TABS
and DTN TIMS
Automatic retrieval of data elements to increase logistical visibility

Streamlined processing of truck and logistics data output using
XML from both T4 and DTN
Support for pipeline scheduling and nominations, including the
ability to create nominations, change nominations and receive
nominations
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